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Is the town centre network set out in the Plan justified and would it be effective in ensuring that 

identified needs for main town centre use developments are met in appropriate locations in 

accordance with national policy? 

 

1. Lambeth’s representation on this matter relates to the classification of Waterloo in the 

London Plan town centre hierarchy.  At present, only Lower Marsh/The Cut is recognised as a 

CAZ retail cluster.  In Lambeth’s view, this does not adequately reflect the scale of existing and 

emerging main town centre uses or Waterloo’s potential for further investment and therefore 

does not provide an effective means to plan for and monitor the centre going forward.  

Lambeth believes a larger Waterloo CAZ retail cluster should be identified, to complement 

other London Plan designations for the area and to allow for more effective local policy for 

Waterloo and the Southbank to come forward through the current review of the Lambeth 

Local Plan. 

 

Proposed classifications in the Draft London Plan (with suggested modifications August 2018) (DLP) 

2. The wider Waterloo and Southbank area has the following classifications in the DLP: 

 

 Entirely within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) 

 Waterloo Opportunity Area (characterised as ‘maturing’ with remaining potential for 

1,500 homes and 6,000 jobs; the capacity identified in the current London Plan 2016 is 

2,500 homes and 15,000 jobs) 

 Southbank is part of the wider Southbank/Bankside/London Bridge Strategic Cultural 

Area (that extends into neighbouring Southwark); this area is recognised as an arts, 

culture and entertainment specialist cluster (DLP figure 2.16) 

 St Thomas’ Hospital is identified as a health specialist cluster (DLP figures 2.16) 

 Lower Marsh/The Cut  is identified in DLP Table A1.1 as a CAZ retail cluster with medium 

commercial growth potential and a night-time economy ranking of NT2 (regional or sub-

regional importance) 

 Southbank is separately identified in DLP Table A1.1 as a centre with a night-time 

economy classification only, with medium commercial growth potential and a night-time 

economy ranking of NT1 (international significance) 

 

3. Waterloo as a centre is not listed in DLP Table A1.1.   
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4. There is no change in town centre classification proposed in the DLP for this area from that in 

the current London Plan 2016: only Lower Marsh/The Cut is recognised for its retail potential 

 

5. The proposed town centre classifications in the DLP are based on evidence in the GLA’s Town 

Centre Health Check 2017 (NLP/EC/013) and Consumer Expenditure and Comparison Goods 

Floorspace Need in London 2017 (NLP/EC/007).  Both documents base their analysis on the 

existing identified CAZ retail frontage/cluster at Lower Marsh/The Cut only, with no data for or 

consideration of the wider Waterloo area.  As a result, the actual quantum of town centre 

uses in the area is not recorded and no recommendations are made for changes to town 

centre classifications.  The approach put forward in the DLP town centre hierarchy for 

Waterloo is therefore based on incomplete data derived from an out of date town centre 

classification.   

 

Waterloo and Southbank today 

6. Waterloo has experienced significant growth and investment since its identification as an 

Opportunity Area in 2007.  It was identified at that time as having potential for 15,000 jobs 

and the DLP acknowledges that 9,000 of those jobs have already been delivered, with a 

residual target of 6,000 from 2016.   This growth has come about as a result of: 

 

 a significant pipeline of new retail floorspace coming forward in Waterloo station,  

South Bank Place (the Shell Centre) and the Leake Street arches, adding to the existing, 

mainly independent comparison and convenience offer along Lower Marsh/the Cut 

 a very significant and growing food and drink offer on the Southbank, within Waterloo 

Station (mezzanine and WIT) and along the York Road outer edge of the Station 

(emerging), adding to the extensive and very well-used food markets behind the 

Festival Hall and along Lower Marsh 

 a growing pipeline of office floorspace (see table below) with much more potentially 

coming forward at Elizabeth House  

 a significant and growing stock of visitor accommodation (serving all income brackets) 

supporting Waterloo/Southbank and central London.  Almost 70 per cent of all serviced 

rooms in Lambeth are in Bishops ward alone (i.e. Waterloo) – approximately 3,750 

existing rooms in that ward and another 130 in the development pipeline at March 

2018. 

 

7. The table below lists recently consented schemes and their current status.  Further major 

development opportunities exist at Mercury House on Waterloo Road and at Royal Street.   
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Sites with planning consent Retail and leisure (A 

and D class uses) 

B1 office Status 

Mezzanine Waterloo station 
 

2,000sqm  Complete - let 

Former Waterloo 
International Terminal  
 
16/02973/FUL 

12,444 m2  Under construction  

Elizabeth House, York Road 
 
12/01327/FUL 

1,495 m2 88,786 m2 Discussions underway 

about an alternative 

scheme. 

South Bank Place, York Road 
(Shell Centre) 
 
12/04708/FUL 

8,543 m2 76,043 m2 Part complete/ pre-let 

Leake Street arches 
 
15/04713/FUL 

2,160 m2  Part complete / pre -

let 

Chariots site, Lower Marsh 
 
17/05071/VOC 

696 m2  Permission issued 

19/04/2018  

ITV 
 
17/03986/FUL 

216 m2 44,434 m2 Permission issued 

03/05/2018. 

Total  27,554 m2 209,263 m2  

 

Proposed way forward 

 

8. Lambeth recently undertook public consultation on its Draft Revised Lambeth Local Plan under 

Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Plans) (England) Regulations 2012.  

This draft plan included the proposal that Waterloo and Southbank be designated as a 

Metropolitan town centre (subject to Mayoral agreement in the DLP).  Lambeth’s rationale for 

this was that Lambeth makes a very significant contribution to the London economy and that 
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Opportunity Area and town centres are the vehicle for securing growth and investment in 

these locations, benefiting the capital as a whole.   

 

9. In his representation on the Draft Revised Lambeth Local Plan, the Mayor did not support the 

proposed Metropolitan town centre designation and advised Lambeth to apply an appropriate 

CAZ designation for the Waterloo and South Bank area, but to ensure that new town centre 

uses do not undermine either the current function of Lower Marsh/ The Cut as a CAZ retail 

cluster or the arts, cultural and entertainment specialist cluster of the South Bank.  Other 

stakeholders expressed a variety of views on the Metropolitan centre proposal, some in 

support and some not. 

 

10. Lambeth has considered the various views expressed and the options available through the 

policies in the DLP, and has discussed a proposed approach with officers in the Mayor’s 

London Plan team.  In light of these discussions,  Lambeth would like to propose the following 

alternative approach which it understands the Mayor may be willing to support: 

 

 Widen the extent of the CAZ retail cluster to include Lower Marsh/The Cut plus Waterloo 

Station, York Road (Southbank Place and Elizabeth House), Waterloo Road to the Imax 

roundabout, the south side of Belvedere Road and Westminster Bridge Road to the Addison 

Street roundabout – see the blue line on Map 1 attached.  The DLP would therefore need to 

rename the CAZ retail cluster identified in Table A1.1 from ‘Lower Marsh/The Cut’ to 

‘Waterloo’.  

 Within this larger CAZ retail cluster, Lambeth would identify Lower Marsh/The Cut (and the 

Leake Street arches) as a Special Policy Area in its Local Plan to acknowledge and protect its 

specialist character and role as a long-standing and unique cluster of smaller, independent 

retailers and food and drink uses, with associated street market and cultural uses such as the 

Old and Young Vic theatres.  Proposals for further retail development within the wider CAZ 

retail cluster would need to demonstrate they would complement and not undermine the 

special character of Lower Marsh/The Cut.  The council would work in partnership with the 

We Are Waterloo Business Improvement District to achieve the objectives for this Special 

Policy Area (see purple area on Map 1 attached). 

 Both the DLP and the revised Lambeth Local Plan would continue to acknowledge the 

Strategic Cultural Area (arts, culture and entertainment specialist cluster) on the Southbank 

as separate but complementary to the retail cluster (see pink area on Map 1 attached). 

 Both documents would continue to acknowledge the separate but complementary 

healthcare specialist cluster, which should include St Thomas’ Hospital and the adjacent 

Royal Street site (see green area on Map 1 attached).  This area has some potential for a 

new, smaller scale retail and food and drink uses to support its primarily healthcare 

character and function.   
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 Lambeth may give consideration to identifying some primarily residential areas within this 

part of the CAZ.  In that case, revised Local Plan policy would make clear the approach for 

those areas. 

 

1,354 words 
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